The Solution—Accelerating
Nature’s Way!

We Partner with Lake
Communities

Accelerating Nature’s Way

Is Your Lake In Peril?

Got Weeds? Got algae? Got muck?
Greenwood Lake, New York

Our Proven Approach:
Turn Phosphates Into Fish

Before

These are symptoms of a much deeper problem nutrient overloading. 48% of Lakes and Reservoirs
are in peril from Nutrient Overloading - US-EPA
“Decades of nutrient overloading from fertilized
lawns and farm fields have turned our lakes into
compost piles of muck with water on top”
- John Tucci, President of Lake Savers

Chemicals, dredging &
alum treatments make
matters worse…




These are expensive “symptom treatment”
strategies that don’t fix the problem of nutrient
overloading
Nature has the answer… so do we
Fix nutrient overloading and weeds,
algae and muck disappear…

Which would you rather have a chemically treated
lake or bigger, healthier fish and clean, clear water?

Lake Savers Whole-Lake
Technology™
Our Whole Lake Technology is scientifically proven to
restore Lake Health by reducing excess nutrients in
the water and the “compost pile” at the bottom:


Inversion Oxygenation - Lakes need to breath to
be healthy... we get your lake breathing again so
that fish and other beneficial life can thrive.



Bio-Acceleration Strategies - Beneficial bacteria,
enzymes and diatoms are Nature’s best water
cleaners. We put them to work to turn muck and
phosphates into food for fish!



In-Lake Wetland Filtration - Wetlands are Nature’s
Way of filtering nutrients from water. Our Lake Coral
and Bio-Haven Technology bring the power of
wetland filtration to the lake itself.








We educate and energize lake communities
We’ll design your lake’s Restoration Plan
FOR FREE
We finance your lake’s restoration…
We install and manage our technology…
We ensure long-term sustainable lake health
We deliver results typically for less than $2
per day per lake homeowner!

40+ lakes and reservoirs
restored since 2006…
Greenwood Lake, New York

After

Contact Us Today:
Visit www.lake-savers.com to learn more.

Phone: 800-840-8744
Email: info@lake-savers.com

“We studied and interviewed many companies and
their methods of treatment. We contracted with
Lake Savers. It definitely was the right thing to do,
period. They have the right approach and by far the
best technology.” - George Hartley, Keeler Lake

